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Kenmore PRO® French Door Bottom Mount Refrigerator
Product Facts
Product Overview:
The Kenmore PRO® French Door Bottom Mount Refrigerator is stylishly
designed with advanced cooling and storage systems that help keep food
at peak freshness. The counter-depth refrigerator model fits flush with
cabinetry to transfer any kitchen layout into a sleek masterpiece.
Key Features:
 GeniusCool® Technology with Linear Compressor and Dual
Evaporators produce separate cooling environments, creating
ideal temperatures and humidity levels in both refrigerator and
freezer units
 Multi Air Flow Technology provides even cooling by circulating
cold air into every nook and cranny
 CleanFlow® Air Filter circulates air through a charcoal filter to
remove food odor and help keep the interior smelling fresh – up to
15 times more effective than baking soda in reducing odors
 Exclusive AirTight Crisper with Moisture Lock retains moisture in
vegetables longer when compared to a standard humidity crisper
bin
 Exclusive Two SlideAway Shelves slide back to create more
vertical space for tall items such as wine bottles and pitchers
 Exclusive 4 Bottle Cantilevered Wine Rack is adjustable and
conveniently holds 4 bottles wine
 Kenmore PRO Style design has bold features including heavyduty tubular handles and bold dispenser design
 Slim In-Door Icemaker designed to maximize usable capacity
 Recessed LED Interior lighting adds a bright, modern look to the
interior, making it easy to find food items
 Compact Water Filter provides more top shelf storage space
 Exclusive Tilt-N-Take Freezer Door offers convenient access to
frozen foods without pulling the entire drawer (available only for
standard-depth model)
 ENERGY STAR® qualified

Available Models / Dimensions:
Model:

Dimensions
(W X H X D):

79993 counter-depth (stainless)
23.7 cu. ft. counter-depth

79983 standard-depth (stainless)
29.8 cu. ft. standard depth

35 ¾ X 70 ¼ X 30 7/8

35 ¾ X 70 ¼ X 36 ¼

Approx. Shipping
Weight:
304 lbs.

331 lbs.

About the Kenmore Brand
The Kenmore Brand is an industry leader in delivering trusted performance in the
home with smart and stylish appliance innovations that help consumers do things
quicker, easier and better. Recognized as a top appliance brand for 100 years, the
Kenmore Brand continues to give consumers more time, efficiency and better
results for better living with industry-leading products across small and large
appliance categories. For more information, log on to www.kenmore.com or
www.facebook.com/kenmore.

